
BOOST YOUR
BUSINESS GROWTH

BY TECHNOLOGY
accounting ecosystem section

CLOUD ACCOUNTING1

DATA COLLECTION2
with ever increasing tax and financial

compliance requirements, even in the age of

information technology, Accountants often spend

over 50% of their work day on data collection and

integration. The apps can help reduce the time

dramatcally

DATA DIGITIZATION3
With the technology of world class data extraction,

the receipt and invoice data can be extracted and

integrated to the cloud accounting platform

seamlessly. All you need to do is review and

publish to your software.

DEBT CHASE4
The apps provide the tools to effectively automate

chasing customers to pay their invoices without

losing the human touch. It gives you the insights to

better decide which customers to grant credit to

and how best to chase up your customers to pay

their invoices.s.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENTS5
With real-time inventory control and reporting, It is

a powerful cloud inventory management solution

for manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers and

retailers. It makes inventory management easier

and more efficient so you can take control of your

inventory health and scale your business with

confidence.

POINT OF SALE6
The apps can provide various payments methods

to customers and accept credit and debit cards

from an iPhone, iPad or Android device. More

importantly, It can connect to your cloud

accounting platform to automatically sync your

sales transactions and keep track of merchant fees,

tips, refunds, and more.

Cloud accounting apps that lets you do accounting

and tax compliance work hassle free. It also has

intuitive mobile apps and web interfaces for CRM,

point-of-sale, ecommerce, time-tracking, inventory

managements and more.
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BOOST YOUR
BUSINESS GROWTH

BY TECHNOLOGY
office productivity section

EMAIL MANAGEMENT1

SOCIAL MARKETING2
Social media marketing can help with a number of

goals, such as: Increasing website traffic, building

conversions and raising brand awareness. The

bigger and more engaged your audience is on

social media networks, the easier it will be for you

to achieve every other marketing goal on your list!

CLOUD STORAGE AND
BACKUP3
Store and access files from anywhere. Bring your

work together in one safe place. Get to your files

from a computer, phone, or tablet—changes you

make from one device will automatically sync

across all your devices.

AUTOMATION AND
INTEGRATION

4

Automation and integration move info between

your web apps automatically to reduce low value

work, such as data entry, email and invoice

preparation etc. So you can focus on your most

important work.

TEAMS COLLABORATION5
With the business growing, it has to revolutionize

the way your team collaborates and unite them

with a single place to communicate and work

together. No more out-of-context FYIs or

meaningless forwarded emails. Team

communication happens in the same place as

work, tasks and planning.

Email is connected to your customers and all the

tasks should be generated and assigned from

there. Comments, reminders, appointments and

notes should be easily added from one place to

make the context make sense for any team

members.
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HOW

A Step-by-Step solution to your business setup

A ‘Done-With-You’ Approach So You’re Never Stuck

This works best for businesses REALLY focusing on       

its services/products and customers.

Cloud accounting system

Payroll and chart of account

Point of sale equipment and apps

Daily business record keeping process design

Office internet network

IT Equipment purchase & connection

Hosted phone system setup

IT & data security implementation

WE CAN ACCELERATE YOUR

INITIAL BUSINESS SETUP 

X10 TIMES FASTER

YOUR  SUCCESS  AWAITS…

ACCOUNTING

IT & HARDWARE

COMMUNICATION & DATABASE

INTEGRATION AND COLLABORATION

"Time is money. Wasted time means
wasted money means trouble."

Business domain and email registration

email system and signature setup

email adds-on setup and connection

Cloud storage registration and setup

CRM database setup for social media marketing

Make the accounting, CRM and internal system integrated seamlessly

Automation implementation

Streamline the team's collaboration and work more productively


